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AU C T I O N YO U R B OAT ?

A SEAWORTHY SAFARI IN PARADISE ON BOARD AN AQUILA 44

THIS SERVICE PROMISES TO TURN TIME INTO MONEY
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ST U N N I NG SUC C E SS
THE MANGUSTA 54 GRANSPORT CROSSES THE ATLANTIC ON HER OWN BOTTOM
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JULY 2019 $7.00 US $9.00 CAN

The unorthodox shapes of the Absolute 58 Fly’s windows enhance the yacht’s low-profile lines.

THE ABSOLUTE 58 FLY COMBINES THOUGHTFUL DESIGN DETAILS
WITH STURDY PERFORMANCE. by k e v i n koe n ig pho to s by a l be rto c o c c h i

absolute blast
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R EV IEW ED > A BSOLUTE 58 FLY

Absolute builds its yachts—which range from
a 40 to a 73, covering four lines—in Piacenza, Italy, a city of about
100,000 southeast of Milan. The builder emphasizes two things:
innovative Italian design and a sturdy, safe and quiet ride. When
I got aboard the Absolute 58 Fly oﬀ Staten Island, New York, I
wanted to see if she measured up. ¶ As is the norm for Absolute,
the main deck has a single, standard layout. The design aids in
eﬃciency during the build process and speaks to the builder’s
conﬁdence in its choices. If there’s only one option, it better be well
thought out—and it is. ¶ A teak alfresco dining table dominates the
cockpit, with bench seating at the transom. In the salon, there’s an
aft galley to port with a four-burner Bosch electric cooktop. Above
the counter, Absolute has put a homey touch: a teak bottle opener
bolted to the refrigerator compartment. The forward part of the
room to breathe
It’s not uncommon for Europeanbuilt yachts with IPS drives
to have engine rooms that are—how
should we put this—less than airy.
The 58 Fly is an exception. Her
engine room has nearly 6 feet of
headroom in many places and good
access to the twin Volvo Penta
IPS800s, as well as a Cummins
Onan genset. An optional Volvo
Penta Joystick above the pods
in the cockpit allows for easier
docking from a different vantage

galley can be closed oﬀ, which at ﬁrst I
thought chopped up the space too much for
a boat this size. However, I then realized it
was a smart idea, since the divider protects
the leather U-shaped settee forward of
the galley from any splatters. ¶ Across
from the galley to starboard is the yacht’s
interior dining area: a U-shaped settee
for four or ﬁve with a ﬁxed-height table.
Bench seating for three forward of that
adds to the salon seating. Aside from the
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refrigerator in the after port corner of the
space, the salon has nearly 360 degrees of
windows. And the seating is high enough
to have a good look out of those windows,
a hallmark of experienced design. ¶ The
58 Fly’s helm is to starboard with a side
door that isn’t a common feature on boats
of this size and class, and that aids when
docking short-handed. Twin helm seats
upholstered in dark, soft Italian leather
kept me comfortable and oﬀered good
lines of sight. I also liked the upgraded
Garmin package with twin screens, and
the Volvo Penta joystick control for use
at slower speeds. ¶ Solid hardwood steps
lead down to the accommodations level,
which beneﬁt from an atrium eﬀect thanks
to the yacht’s steeply raked windshield.
The master stateroom is amidships, down
two steps and ﬂooded with natural light
thanks to windows ﬂanking either side.
There’s a walkaround king-size berth, a
6-foot-tall hanging locker, and 15 cabinets and drawers—a good amount for
extended stays aboard. ¶ The forepeak
VIP stateroom is en suite and nearly large
enough to double as a second master. It
has an island queen berth as well as a
locker of similar size to the master’s. A
starboard-side guest stateroom with
twin berths that convert to a double has

Note the sliding partition to port that can section off the forward part of the galley for safety, privacy and cleanliness.

The Absolute 58 Fly’s optional hardtop offers shade when desired while allowing for a good tan forward.
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the forgotten borough
Few
ew people think of Staten Island as a boating des
destination. Admittedly, it’s not the Abacos in the Bahamas, but Atlantis Marina and Yacht Club is just a
stone’s throw
w from New Y
York Harbor and all of its iconic views. Staten Island is also on the Raritan Bay, where some of the best striper fishing
in the region occurs ev
every spring and fall. And if you’re feeling lucky, the marina is about 100 miles north of Atlantic City, New Jersey, and its casino scene.

56'8"
LENGTH
OVERALL
15'11"
MAXIMUM
BEAM

private access to the day head, as precedence. ¶ I stood at
a multidimensional grid
well as a 6-foot-tall locker of its the ﬂybridge helm while
that helps maintain rigidown. One of my favorite design zipping the yacht around the ity. The wooden soles, ceilings
elements on the accommodations Raritan Bay. Powered by twin 625 and bulkheads are buttressed
level is that each stateroom has hp Volvo Penta IPS800s, the 58 Fly with ﬁberglass supports, aiding
pocket doors leading to the com- galloped along at a 22-knot cruise with structural integrity and
panionway. They create more speed and 2,650 rpm while her mo- sound attenuation. She was, as
space, as swinging doors won’t tors burned 53 gph. At that speed, the builder promises, smooth,
get in anyone’s way. ¶ Up top on she turned hard over to starboard solid and quiet. ¶ With the 58 Fly,
the 58 Fly’s namesake ﬂybridge, in two boat lengths, and pirouetted Absolute has a versatile and stylish
a reverse-raked windshield of- to port in one and a half. With the yacht, with onboard touches that
fers wind protection for the twin hammer down, she climbed to a make her stand out in her class.
portside helm chairs, which are respectable 30.2 knots. ¶ The ride Those attributes, combined
just forward of the grill. That was solid, particularly as I carved with her ride, produce a model
grill services a U-shaped dining her through the steep, sloshing example of her builder’s goals.
settee across from it, where light wake of the hard-over turns. Her
meals and cocktails will surely take ﬁberglass hull is reinforced with Take the next step: absoluteyachts.com
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